In wireless mobile communication systems, proper channel allocation scheme is required. Due to the limitation of available frequency spectrum, channels must be reused as much as possible to increase system capacity. Complication arises in channel allocation, when more than one cell become "hot-spot" in the network of one BSC. The cells become "hot-spot" when bandwidth resources currently available in those cells are not sufficient to sustain any more call. In hybrid channel allocation, cells send a multilevel hot-spot notification to the dynamic pool of BSC on each channel request that cannot be satisfied locally at the base station. Proportional to the current hot-spot level of the cell, this hot-spot notification will request more than one channel to assign to the requesting cell. Severe complication arises, when not even one channel available in the dynamic pool of BSC in order to assign to requesting cells. This is the situation, when call starts dropping or blocking. This paper presents a new scheme in which BSC will fetch those ideal channels, which are borrowed to requesting cell from the dynamic pool in the time of hot spot but become ideal in the temporary pool of BTS for some period of time. BTS make use of these channels in order to sustain new incoming call .The proposed algorithm in this paper will reduce the call dropping probability comparatively more than the simple hybrid channel allocation algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Due to increased urge to use the wireless communication in a satisfied way, a promised quality of service is required to manage incoming new calls and handoff more efficiently [2] . In radio resource management for wireless network, proper channel allocation scheme are required to allocate bandwidth for communication channels to base stations, access points and terminal equipment. Call refusal rate or Call drop rate is the main evaluation parameter, when talking about channel allocation scheme i.e. the ratio between numbers of drop calls to the total number of calls. For the given technique Call drop rate can be measured in erlang, where 1 erlang= 1 ongoing call per second. In [5&6] different channel allocation algorithms are used to allocate channels. As in [1] [2] [3] , Following are the three major categories for assigning channels to cells.
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FIXED CHANNEL ALLOCATION (FCA):
In FCA, according to predetermined traffic demand and cochannel interference constraints, a fixed number of channels are assigned to each cell. [1] FCA is very simple but this scheme is difficult to survive in changing traffic conditions and user distributions. Over the whole service area if traffic varies from cell to cell, FCA could not attain a high efficiency of total channel usage. DCA strategy has been proposed, in order to overcome the problems of FCA.
DYNAMIC CHANNEL ALLOCATION (DCA):
In DCA, channels are not allocated to cells permanently. For every call request base station request channel from BSC. According to the duration of the calls, channels are assigned temporarily for use in cells. The channel is returned back and kept in the central pool, after the call is over. In order to avoid co-channel interference, any channel that is in use in one cell can only be reassigned to another cell simultaneously if the distance between those two cells is larger than the minimum reuse distance. DCA needs many transceivers for each base station. Behave well in low load but behave worse than FCA in heavy load. HCA strategy has been proposed, in order to overcome the problems of DCA. DCA schemes are suggested for TDMA/FDMA based cellular systems such as GSM, but are currently not used in any products.
HYBRID CHANNEL ALLOCATION (HCA):
The third category of channel allocation is hybrid channel allocation; it is hybrid of fixed and dynamic channel allocation algorithm. Channels in HCA are divided into two disjoint setsFirst is fixed set: set of channel which is assigned to each cell on FCA basis. Second is dynamic set: set which are kept in a central pool of BSC for dynamic assignment.
Fixed set channels are preferred for use in their respective cells, which are assigned to cells as in the FCA schemes. When a mobile user demands for a channel for its call, channel is assigned from fixed set, but when all the channels in its fixed set are busy, only then a request is made from dynamic set of central pool. The ratio of the fixed channels and dynamic channels plays a vital role in channel allocation scheme, if the ratio is 50% or more, than FCA performs better than HCA as in [1] .
In this paper, we will investigate and propose a novel hybrid channel allocation scheme for wireless cellular networks, in terms of hot spot. The proposed scheme is simple to implement and give better result than simple hybrid channel allocation scheme [6] by decreasing calls drop probability. We have organized our discussion as follows. In section 2 we discussed previously work done in the field hybrid channel allocation. In section 3 we described our proposed algorithm, which comprises of the concept under taken. In section 4 we described the simulation method and result and in section 5 we conclude with a summary of what we have achieved.
RELATED WORK:
HCA performs better than any other channel allocation schemes in terms of call dropping and blocking by using hotspot notification and central pool [3] . When new call arrives in hot-spot cell than automatically a channel is assigned to that call from central pool till traffic in the cell goes to normal level. In heavy traffic load HCA is capable to minimize call blocking probability. A level is maintained i.e. L=0 (where L is hot-spot level) of the cell in the beginning to indicate that the channel request can be accommodated from the fixed set and there is no hotspot cell in the network. Now when a mobile user wants to connect a call, it request for a channel from its base station. If the base station has channels available in fixed set, it will assign channel to incoming channel request. But if no channel available in fixed set, then base station update its level by 1 & sends a channel request to the central pool in order to borrow channels from BSC. Channel request include base station current level and maximum level. On receiving channel request from base station BSC will assign channels from the central pool to base station up to the requesting level at the same time base station add the same number of channel to its temporary pool. As the traffic increases, base station maintains its level on each channel request. When a call terminates base station check the type of channel the call belonged to. If the channel belonged to fixed set then it remain in base station but if channel belonged to dynamic pool, now base station is required to estimate or check its current level, if its level is below hot-spot level than channels are retained to BSC from its temporary pool otherwise remain in base station itself.
If the base station level is greater or equal to hot-spot level, meaning that the congestion in the cell is same or getting worse, now the channels remain in the cell itself in the temporary pool of base station in order to sustain more calls. Condition becomes critical when BSC has no channel available in its central pool and channel request arrives from any cell. In this case, call starts dropping or blocking.
THE PROPOSED WORK: 3.1 System model:
The system uses a hybrid channel allocation scheme where as in [3] ; the total number of C channels is divided into two disjoint sets, F and D. The set F contains the channels for fixed (or static) assignment, while the set D contains the channels for dynamic assignment, i.e., C = F U D. Moreover, each base station maintains a temporary pool (called T) to retain a channel that was originally transferred from the dynamic assignment pool at BSC. The system uses a frequency reuse factor N. The fixed channels are assigned to a cell statically as in FCA; while dynamic channels are kept in a centralized pool at BSC. Let r be the ratio of the number of dynamic channels to the total number of channels available in the system, [13] i.e. r = |D| / |C|. The value of r depends upon the traffic condition as well as on designer's view. The "hot-spot" notification level is a multiple of 2, such that 2 i Where i is an integer i.e. 0, 1, 2, 3….. L = {1, 2, 4, 8 . ... M} Where M= pre-defined maximum level supported by the system. & L= represents the fact that up to L borrowed channels can be retained by the base station after a call on the borrowed channel from that cell terminates.
Proposed algorithm:
This algorithm consists of two phase i.e. channel acquisition and channel release phase. The following Steps are taken from Mobile Host, Base Station and MSC sides during both phases:
1. When any mobile host wants to connect a call, it searches for a channel related to its base station.
2.
If base station has channel available in its fixed set, it will provide to the user and channel acquisition phase completed.
3.
In case when no channel available in fixed set of that particular base station, it will create channel request from BSC. It also includes the current value of L in the channel request; and the maximum value of L is a predefined number M.
4.
When the base station successfully acquires a channel from the dynamic pool at BSC, it also adds the channel to its temporary pool (T). 5. When call terminates of that channel, then base station checks whether that particular channel belongs to fixed set or from dynamic pool. If from fixed set, then it will remain in base station but if it belongs to dynamic set then base station checks its current level L & compare with its hot spot level (h).if h <L, then channels which are borrowed are return back to MSC. And if h>=L, then base station retain the channel according to its current level or according to its requirement.
Fig 2. When two cells are hot-spot
7. When traffic increases in the network, more cells become hotspot and borrow channels from MSC, now if any channel request arrives and MSC has no channel available in dynamic pool.
Fig 3. When all the cells are hot-spot in the network
8. Now instead of call dropping BSC will fetch those ideal channels, which are borrowed to requesting base station from the dynamic pool in the time of hot spot and become ideal for some period of time. BSC make use of these channels in order to sustain new incoming call.
Following are the flowcharts which show the proposed algorithm. 
SIMULATION:
Many calculations are made to evaluate and compare the performance of the proposed algorithm of hybrid channel allocation with the existing one. In this paper, Parameters evaluated from Hybrid Channel Allocation using hot-spot notifications are as follows:
(1) Successful call percentage (2) Call drop rate (3) Call block rate (4) Handover rate
The above parameters can be calculated as follows:
Successful call percentage =
Call drop rate =
Call block rate =
The main objective of the proposed system is to obtain decrease no. of call drop rate, call block rate and handover. Percentage of call drop or block is expected to be low as compared to the classical hybrid channel allocation.
Parameters:
In this paper, simulated cellular network has 300 channels total available in the network. The ratio r is varied from 0 to 0.8.
Where r = number of dynamic channels/total number of channel available. The system load (or traffic) intensity is defined with respect to arrival rates and call service rate in a cell that can switch back and forth from "normal" to "hot-spot" state. The value of M (the maximum "hot-spot" level supported by the system) is also varied from 4 to 8.
RESULT:
We simulate the hybrid channel allocation in terms of blocking rate, dropping rate, handover calls versus traffic load by using OMNET 4.2. Table 1 , 2 & 3 shows call block rate, call drop rate and handover calls rates. In fig 6, graph is plotted between system load and call block rate. According to this graph call block rate decreases when we increase the dynamic channel ratio to total channels. It is obvious that as the number of dynamic channel increases, call will be fulfilled but through our proposed method call block is reduced at greater percentage. Similarly in fig 7, call drop rate is reduced. Since BSC fetch channels from temporary pool in the time channel request, result in decrease of call drop rate.
In the case of handover from fig 8, we observed that when the system load is low, handover occurs more in all the three cases. But as the system load increases, then handover decreases in the case of 240 dynamic channels whereas in the FCA handover not decreases after sometime. So in all the result we observed that as the ratio of dynamic channels increases, in all aspect performance becomes good. For the better communication system, it is required to vary the number of dynamic channels as per the traffic grows. For low traffic condition, even FCA performs better. Proper management system should to be maintaining in the time of high traffic and in the time of hot-spot to manage the entire mobile user. 
CONCLUSION:
The demand in the mobile communication has remarkably grown in the last two decade. An efficient channel allocation is essential to achieve the good performance in cellular system. While the limited number of channels available, requires efficient reuse of channels. To resolve this problem various channel allocation scheme developed by researchers. The present work is carried in the general context of channel allocation issue involved in cellular networks at heavy load situations. The simulation of this approach is expounded and evaluated over OMNeT++ in a scenario with fixed channel allocation and hybrid approach by varying the proportion of dynamic channels to total number of channels available and the effectiveness is evaluated in terms of Call blocked and Call dropped versus System load. The work presented here illustrates the efficiency and flexibility of hybrid channel allocation algorithm along with a slight modification in conventional algorithm by introducing the channel retrieval phase which retrieves back the channels with BS, borrowed from MSC and are unused and allocates the same to some BS requiring it and thus resolving the limitation of MSC of being exhausted of communication bandwidth to serve further calls in heavy load. The call effectiveness of the work has been illustrated in simulation where the approach performs better in almost all cases as compared to its fixed counterparts.
